rvcodec.js: An Educational Converter for RISC-V Instructions
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ABSTRACT
rvcodec.js is an open-source, online RISC-V instruction encoder-decoder, specifically geared towards students learning about instruction formats. For improved usability, rvcodec.js uses bright colors to visually map the relationships between the instruction’s assembly tokens and binary fields. Students can, for example, quickly identify which bits in the binary representation correspond to a certain immediate value in the assembly instruction.
rvcodec.js is available at https://luplab.gitlab.io/rvcodecjs/.

1 BACKGROUND
Undergraduate students taking a “Computer Organization and Assembly Language” course typically learn how assembly instructions are encoded in hexadecimal or binary. They learn about the different instruction types (e.g., R-type, I-type, etc. in RISC-V), and how instructions of each type are structured. Eventually, they are able to answer questions such as “Assuming RISC-V instruction 0x00728593 in hexadecimal, what is the corresponding assembly instruction?”, by manually decoding each field of the instruction, navigating the various encoding tables (e.g., the opcode map), etc.

In recent years, the RISC-V instruction set architecture (ISA) seems to have surpassed the MIPS ISA as the most education-friendly ISA. Unsurprisingly, a plethora of RISC-V centric educational tools have been created in response, especially online ones [1, 3, 4]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the RISC-V still lacked its counterpart to an existing and very useful online MIPS instruction encoder/decoder [2].

2 TOOL OVERVIEW
Our tool, rvcodec.js, is an online RISC-V instruction encoder-decoder, which currently supports the RISC-V instruction sets RV32I, Zifencei, and Zicsr [5]. rvcodec.js is implemented as a single-page web application in plain HTML/CSS and client-side Javascript, and has no external dependencies. Eventually, they are able to answer questions such as “Assuming RISC-V instruction 0x00728593 in hexadecimal, what is the corresponding assembly instruction?”, by manually decoding each field of the instruction, navigating the various encoding tables (e.g., the opcode map), etc.

In recent years, the RISC-V instruction set architecture (ISA) seems to have surpassed the MIPS ISA as the most education-friendly ISA. Unsurprisingly, a plethora of RISC-V centric educational tools have been created in response, especially online ones [1, 3, 4]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the RISC-V still lacked its counterpart to an existing and very useful online MIPS instruction encoder/decoder [2].

Figure 1 shows a screenshot of rvcodec.js’s interface. The user can enter a RISC-V instruction, either in its assembly format (as shown in the figure) or in its digital format (binary or hexadecimal), and the tool will display all of its possible representations, as well as some additional information about the instruction (i.e., its format and the instruction set it belongs to).

Figure 1: Example of an instruction conversion

Most notably, rvcodec.js uses bright colors to visually map the relationships between the instruction’s assembly tokens and binary fields. As demonstrated in Figure 1, it shows that the immediate value 7 in the assembly instruction corresponds to the first twelve bits (0000000000111) of the binary representation using the color blue; or that the next five bits (00110) of the binary representation correspond to the source register x5 (also known by its ABI name t8) of the assembly instruction using the color cyan; and so on. Students learning how to convert instructions between different formats can therefore quickly identify the various fields of a particular instruction. Our tool also comes with additional features, such as decoding registers if they are designated with their ABI names.

3 FUTURE WORK
We are currently working to improve rvcodec.js’s conversion engine by adding support for more RISC-V instruction sets (such as RV64I and the MAFDC extensions), and improve its user interface by displaying additional information in a tooltip when the cursor points on each token/field of a converted instruction.
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